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What concerns do you have before an international mission?
Your panel

- Moderator: Laura Everington, Sr. Manager, Government and Industry Affairs, Universal Weather and Aviation, Inc.
- Panelist: Joe Morgan, Senior Flight Coordinator, Ivanhoe Capital Aviation, Inc.
- Panelist: Jerri Banks, Manager, Echo/Large Aircraft/Team Europe, Universal Weather and Aviation, Inc.
- Panelist: Dmitry Konovalov, General Director, Universal Aviation Eastern Russia
- Panelist: Jimmy Young, Country Manager, Universal Aviation China
Agenda

• What are the potential “showstoppers” to identify before an international trip?

• How to prepare and pre-plan for those challenges and be ready to react to changes in:
  – China
    • ZSPD / Shanghai – Pudong
    • ZBAA / Beijing - Capital
  – Russia
    • UNNT / Novosibirsk - Tolmachevo
    • UUWW / Moscow - Vnukovo
  – Kazakhstan
    • UACC / Astana - Aqmola
My concerns before any international trip
Start by looking at the trip from a macro level

• What do I need to know about the region in general and the countries I’ll be traveling to?
• What information do I need to know about the actual airports we’re operating to?
• I need to know what immediate challenges and potential show-stoppers this trip may have before it gets started!
Pre-trip considerations

• What documents are required?
• What are the permit and operational lead times so I can determine the trip’s feasibility and set expectations with my passengers?
• What sponsor information do I need, if any at all?
• What are the visa requirements? What if our trip is extended? What options do I have?
• If our trip changes, what steps do I need to take?
Pre-trip considerations

- Are there restrictions on traveling between cities/countries?
- Are there security concerns at any destination, or between destinations? (risk assessment)
- Are there cultural considerations needing our attention, or local events/holidays that could affect operations?
- How can I make sure I find good hotel accommodations for the passengers and crew?
Pre-trip considerations

• Which airports meet your operational needs?
• Slot rules/restrictions?
• What are the hours of operation for the airports we are traveling to?
Pre-trip considerations

• How are crew swaps handled?
• What are the CIQ and transportation arrangements for passengers like?
• What can I expect upon arrival from my handler?
China - Country Overview

• Passport information
• Visa requirements
• Permit and operational lead times
• Navigator
• Sponsor requirements
• Public holidays / events
China
Shanghai - Pudong (ZSPD) Operations

• Operating hours
• Slot requirements and restrictions
• Fuel availability / lead time
• Airport / aircraft security
• Arrival / departure process
• CIQ
Operating to China

Beijing – Capital (ZBAA) Operations

• Operating hours
• Airport / aircraft security
• Slot requirements
• Parking restrictions
• Arrival / departure process
• Meet-and-greet locations
Russia - Country Overview

- Permit and operational lead times
- Documents required
- Air navigation fees
- Public holiday / events
- Hotel accommodations
- Visa requirements
Russia

Novosibirsk - Tolmachevo (UNNT) Operations

- Operating hours
- Slot requirements
- Fuel availability / lead time / request process
- Technical stop process
- CIQ
Russia

Moscow – Vnukovo (UUWW) Operations

- Operating hours
- Slot / PPR requirements
- Fuel availability / lead time
- Arrival / departure process
- Hangar space and parking
- Airport / aircraft security
- Catering
Kazakhstan - Country Overview

- Permit and operational lead times
- Documents required
- Business contact information
- Air navigation fees
- Visa requirements
- Navigator requirements
- Hangar space
Kazakhstan

Astana – Aqmola (UACC) Operations

• Operating hours
• Slots / PPR requirements
• Fuel availability / type / requirements
• VIP hall
• Arrival / departure process
• Catering
You can find all the information we covered today in the China, Russia, and Kazakhstan planning guide.
Thank you for attending!
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We’re happy to answer your individual questions after the session!
DEDICATED TO HELPING BUSINESS ACHIEVE ITS HIGHEST GOALS.